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Abstract
The eigenvalue problem of the operator a + Cat is solved for arbitrary complex _ by
applying a nonunitaxy operator to the vacuum state. This nonunitaxy approach is compared
with the unitary approach leading for [_[ < 1 to squeezed coherent states.
1 Introduction
The eigenvaJueproblem tolinearcombinations ofboson operatorsinthe standardizedform a + _at
can be solvedwith squeezed coherent statesonly in the case [([< l when itisequivalentto the
eigenvMue problem ofan operator_a+#at under thecondition[_I2- [pl2 = Iwith the substitution
( _=e, ((,_,# arbitrarycomplex numbers) [I].This correspondsto the unitaryapproach because
the squeezed coherentstatescan be obtained by applyingunitarysqueezingoperatorsto coherent
states[2].However, thiseigenva]ueproblem can alsobe solvedfor arbitrarycomplex ( with a
nonunitary approach providingin the limitingcase _ ---,oo even the solutionof the eigenvalue
problem forthe boson creationoperator at. The correspondingeigenstatesare not normalizable
for [([> I and are not statesof the usual Hilbertspace H (Fock space)in thiscase but they are
statesof a riggedHilbertspace K' in Gelfand tripletsof spaces K C H C K' [3].Such states
that do not givefiniteexpectationvaluesforrelevantoperatorsas,for example, forthe number
operator could be, therefore,consideredas pathologicalones. However, they play an important
auxiliaryrolefor the formulationof a new kind of orthogonMity and completeness relationson
paths through the complex plane of eigenvalues,where at once two dual statesbelonging to the
parameters ( and (' = _ or(¢" = I are involved [1].
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2 Nonunitary approach to the eigenvalue problem
The solution of the eigenvalue problem
(o + cat)l_;_ >= _1_;( >, (i)
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can be represented in the number-state basis In > in the following nonnormalized form
"0 1 In>
(2)
or by derivatives of a Gaussian function in the form
b_- exp - In>. (3)
Substituting in (2) the number states by the generation from the vacuum state, one obtains by
means of the generating function of the Hermite polynomials H,_(z)
,cr;(_ >= exp (aa'-la") ,0>. (4)
Two speciM cases are easily obtained from these formula, the coherent states [a; 0 >
I_;o >-- _ _ In>= exp I_>, (_)
n.=o
and the squeezed vacuum states [0; ( >
/(2m- I),,10;g
._-0V T_ "(-_)12m>. (6)>=
(aat - _at2) does not preservethe normalizationofthe states.TheThe nonunitary operator exp
% f
correspondingnormalized states
,a; _ >._,,._= (1 _ ((.)_ exp { 2_a'-(_'a'+_a")}
are only possiblefor [_[< I.
The expectationvaluesof the canonicaloperators
Q(_) -- _/_(_ +,J_-_'), p(_) - - (s)-i_/_(_ 2_-'_),
denoted by cross-linesare
V_ 1 - _"
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p(_) - -'V:
and their variances are
The uncertainty product
+ ('e -i_) _ a-e-_(1 + (e_2")
:-((-
(Z_Q(_))2=
(Ap(_))_ =
h(:- (e'2")(1- ('_-'_)
2 1- ((.
ti(i+ (e:_)(l+ (*e-_2_')
2 1 - ((- '
_2{ ((j2_ _ ¢.e-i_,)2}(AQ0p))' (Ap(_))'= : 1- -_ _ ,
(9)
(10)
(11)
is the minimal possible one for 4 angles _.t according to
e""--' (" (AQ(_...,))_(Ap(_,..,))2= _(' 4' (12)
corresponding to the extreme values of the variances
(AO(_,)), = h ] :FI(I,(:p(_,)), =2 ] _-I(I
h 1+ I(I
21q=I(1" (13)
One has pure amphtude (phase) squeezing if the minimal (maximal) value of (AQ(90,=t)) 2 cor-
responds to P(_ot=t) = O. This leads to the following coordinate-invariant conditions for the
arguments of the Hermite polynomials in (2):
1. amplitude squeezing, _ real numbers,
2. phase squeezing, _ imaginary numbers.
Ot
In the more general case, _ is a complex number. The expectation value of the number operator
is
N- (1-<a°_ (a-°---(-_-*a_ ((** (14)((-/k ] -((" / + ]-_(
and its variance
(AN)2 = ((I + ((')a- 2(a') ((l + (¢*)a" - 2¢*a) 2(( ° (15)
(1 - (¢°)s + (1 - ((*)'"
The nonunitary approach provides a new convenient pararnetrization of the squeezed coherent
states.
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3 Unitary approach to the eigenvalue problem
The unitary squeezing operators
S(_,r/= t/',_')=exp{(}a2-_'_at2+itl}(aat+ata)} (16)
transform the basis operators a and at according to
sCL _,C)(a, at)(S(_,_,C))t - (a,at) (_'P')
_,_-/
- i she cshe,e _ ="- -- = _/[_['-vt',l_;[' I#[' 1. (17)
x = the rl--_--, p
The solution of the eigenvaiue problem of the operator a + (at is obtained by the following
application of the unitary squeezing operators to coherent states 17 >
• Ie IX
_(a + ot)s(L¢,C)
eix_
_/E- I_I_
Ua )s(_,,,_ )h >__ >= (_a+ t
etXOt e'xoe
where X is an arbitrary angle and _ and rI are given by
08)
e-_×_'" O, I/= sin X n
By choosing X = 0 one finds
_ 1-1([ 2 _[¢'[_-sin2xO- l_:l2 sin xArsh _]_ (19)
]a; ( >,,o.,,= exp { ('a_4-'_'--[C-_}- a.2
" exp { 2[-_Arsh (V/_ _
The unitary approach is restricted to [([ < 1.
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Dual states and eigenstates of the creation operator4
The states < _; _[are left eigenstates to the operator a + (at according to
_; (.+(.t)=_<
and they are dual to the states la; ( > in the sense of the orthogonMity relation
(fl-_; a;( >= V/2_'(exp _(a-/_), (22)<
and of the completeness relation
I (°')I -_ E, EI =v/_ daexp I_; ¢ >< I. (23)
The integration path C through the complex plane is widely arbitrary with the only restriction
that it it must begin in one sector and end in the other sector where exp -_ vanishes in the
infinity for fixed values of (.
The eigenstates of the creation operator at according to
_tlAoo>- _lLoo> (24)
are
IAoo>= exp _.t _(t_)lO>= _ a_-6(_)In> (25)
fl,----O
where 5(fl) is the one-dimensional delta function of complex argument (analytic functional). They
are orthogonal to the coherent states la; 0 >
< a*;0lA oo >-- 5(o,-/_). (26)
This relationshows also that the cdherent statesare already complete on paths through the
complex plane.
More detailsand referencescan be found in [I].
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